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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the
algorithm of modelling of
Russian intonation based on
the theory of ”Contour
Interaction”. As the basic
units the algorithm uses
four intonation patterns of
syntiagma and one pattern of
war.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two opposite theo-
ries to characterize the
structure of intonation con—
tours: the theor of Tonal'
Sequence (TS) an the theo
of Contour interaction (C
/1/. The theory of TS sees
intonation contours as bein
composed of an inventory 0
abstract tonal elements.
According to the theory of
Cl an intonation contour can
be Viewed as the composite
result of a set of
hierarchial patterns. The
classical approach to the
Russian prosodic system / 2,

is 'ust based on the
theory o CI. The basic
cate ory. of prosodic system
in usSian is ”s ntagma”. It
is defined as ” he phonetic
whole expressing one unit of
meanin ’ /3/. The minimal
unit o intonation is into—
nation contour of synta ma
which could still be diVided
into the three functional
parts: precentre, centre and
postcentre. A special role
in a syntagma is played by a

centre because the chan es
of the pitch in the cen re
are the most important
feature in distinguishing
different intonation t pes.
The inventory of basic
intonation tpes according
to /2/ inclu es seven diffe-
rent intonation patterns of
s ntagma.

e other essential cate ory
of Russian prosodic sys em
is a word stress. In the
algorithm introduced in
this paper both categories
are used as two interacting
levels: intonation pattern
of syntagma as a higher
level and word stress as a
lower level. Definitely, the
number of interacting levels
should be greater (for
example the levels of
sentence and phoneme should
be added) but in the first
stage the realization of
this sim le al orithm has
fulfilled wo main goals of
this work: first, the
theoretical goal — to test
the validity of intonation
patterns of syntagma
described in /2,3/ and to
find suggestions for further
work, second, the practical
goal — to get the real
pro ramm o intonation
mo elling for theRussian
text—to—speech synthesizer.

2. THE ALGORITHM
2.1. Basic Patterns ‚
in the algorithm four into—-
nation patterns of syntagma
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described in /2/ have been
realized: the declarative,
the interro ative, the non—
terminal an the exclamatory
patterns.

PRE- CENTRE POST-
CENTRE CENTRE

Fig.1. The intonation
patterns of a syntagma:

—-—— a declaration,
------ an interrogation,
—--— a nonterminal,
-——-— an exclamation.

To model the word accents
one sha e of pattern is
implemen ed which is charac-
terized by pitch level
before accented phoneme, by
rising pitch during the
accented honeme, by fallin
pitch uring the nex
phoneme and by level durin
he rest of a word. The pea

value of t1 “igrdo colntrflur I?
a roximae ig er o
tËË value Ë: itc‘li level at
the beginning 0 a word.

_/\__
Fig.2. The word pattern.

2.2. Input Text _
it is assumed that the 1n_ut
text is manually suppied
With the marks of word—
stress and main-stress
because in Russian it is not
possible to find correctly

the location of the word-
stresses without semantic
parsmg. The mark of main-
stress (”) is used once er
synta ma and it is loca ed
on te most im ortant word
of a syntagma on a centre
of a syntagma. All other
words are marke with a mark
of word—stress ('). In order
to distinguish between diff—
erent intonation patterns
the followin unctuation
marks are use at he end of

[.] - a declara-
tion, [‚] - a nonterminal

- an interrogation, [Ü
- an exclamation.
These punctuation marks and
also conjunctives are used
as cues in dividing the
input text into syntagmas.

2.3. Contour Generation _
The generation of an into—
nation contour is the third
step of the whole‘ algorithm
of s eech syntheSis. It is

rece ed by the rapheme—
o— honeme trans ormation

an by the speech timin
model. The minimal uni
processed by the intonation
algorithm is a syntagma. The
in ut specification for the
in onation algorithm con-
tains the phoneme durations

enerated y the speech
imin model and the string

of s ress— and unctuation
marks. The algori hm works
in three steps: _
- determination of the into—
nation pattern of a
s nta ma,
_y de ermination of the over—
all contoar of a s ntagma
according to the urations
of the precentre. centre and

tcentre, -
£05 superimposing of word
accents into the overall
contour.

e intonation contours are
Tgnerated within the range
tom 80 up to 200 Hz.
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3. TESTING
In order to estimate the
validity of the intonation
patterns used in the
algorithm two methods were

- auditory estimation,
— comparison of the funda—
mental frequency contours
derived from natural and
from synthetic speech.

3.1. Auditory estimation
A set of short sentences
consisting of one and two
syntagmas with four types of
intonation patterns were
synthesized usmfiI the expert
system /4/. e listeners
were asked to recognize the
type of intonation and
location of the main stress.
In most cases the type of
intonation and location of
the main stress were dis—
tinguished correctl. But in
several cases te excla—
matory contours were recog-

1.! II 2.0

The. declarative

nized as the declaration. It
IS due to the similarity of
the contour shapes of the
declaration and the
exclamation.

3.2. Comparison of contours
In order to ‘ compare the
fundamental freguency con—
tours of natura and synt—
hetic s eech the sentence
”MAMA bIJlA MEHSI MbIJIOM"
(”The mother washed me with
soap”) was synthesized and
also pronounced by the
native speaker as the
declaration and as the

uestion with location of
e main stress on different'

fundamental
contours k .wfire
y pea -pic er

/5/. The visual comparison
of natural and synthetic
contours exhibits the
similarit of the contours
(Fig.3, ig.4).

words. The
f re uenc
extgacted’

O-u—— _—

l la is is un u
contours of the sentence;Fig.5. intonation

MA’MA MbI’JIA MEHfl' MbWIOM.
left - natural, right - synthetic.

;_ m ‚m m
Ü .-
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Fig.4. The interro ativ-e intonation contours of the
sentence: MA MbI'J'IA
left - natural,

MEHSI' MbI’J'IOM?
right - synthetic.
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4. DISCUSSION
The experiments with short
sentences showed that the
patterns of declarative,
nonterminal and interroga—
tive contours described in
/2/ are valid for the use in
synthesis algorithms. In
order to express the
exclamation with synthetic
voice it is not enough to
model the intonation contour
correctly. The problems
occur with longer 5 ntagmas
(more than 5 words where
he intonation contour

sounds monotonous. On the
one hand this may be caused
b the fact that the current
agorithm is based on the
in eraction of two .hier-
archial levels only: the
level of synta ma and the
level of wor . lntroducin
info the algorithm the leve
of sentence and segmental
perturbations the qualit
of synthesized speech wi
certainlyl improve. On the
other and the problem of
monotonous intonation of
long syntagmas can be over-
come by manually dividing
the long syntagmas into
smaller ones (by inserting
into the input text addi—
tional marks of punctuation
and . main—stress) although
this 15 not always correct
nor theoretically motivated.
Accordin to the experiments
the op imal length of a
syntagma is 3—4 words.

5. SUMMMAR '
The results obtained in this
work on intonation modelling

ascan be formulated
follows: ‘
- some of the intonation
patterns described in /2,3/
are valid to practical use
in synthesis systems,
- n order to ”express the
exclamation it is not enough
to model only the intonation

contour correctly, the other
prosodic features should
controlled adequately.
In .order to better modelling
of intonation:
- the levels associated with
sentence and phonemes should
be introduced,
_— the rules dividin the
input text into syn mas
with otimal len h Id
be a pligd, gt s ou
— te number of intonation
atterns of syntagma should

increased.
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